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Abstract: From last few years there is increase in the volume of data available and the number of users to websites which 

produces some very crucial challenges for Recommendation System. These Recommendation System describes high quality 

recommendation, by considering multiple recommendations in each second for thousands of users and items. As tremendous 

growth of social network popularity many users want to share there good or bad experiences inform of reviews and blogs. Some 

factors like interest based on friend circle and interpersonal influence import new challenges and opportunities for 

recommendation system to evaluate the problem of cold star and data sparsity. But daily number of customer and products keeps 

increasing which makes increase in the cost to search the recommendation list for each user. In this context data is extremely 

well source of information for making any type of purchasing decision, Most of the data in social networking site is unstructured 

format. Recommendation System uses data mining approaches to solve the challenges of making personalized decisions. In this 

paper, a precise survey on various approaches used in Sentiment Analysis, interpersonal influence, and item reputation is 

accomplish to explain the work level. 

 

Index Terms: Interpersonal influence, item reputation, recommendation system (RS),sentimental analysis, sentiment influence, 

user sentiment..  

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

  Sentiment analysis is also called as opinion mining or review 

mining. When user buys something or used any commercial 

services they share their experience with that commercial 

websites or organization in form of reviews. There is very 

crucial information available in this reviews which plays 

crucial act for finding good quality items in e-commerce 

websites. As an example, the customer will determines what 

to purchase if they see valuable experience or reviews about 

that particular product. Some of the websites contain star 

ratings which is not completely describes about product or 

services whereas reviews contain detail information of users 

experience about product or services. 

In some websites there is possibilities that some user 

doesn’t want to share there reviews or opinion such user is 

known as cold star reviewer [29]. The increment in the review 

websites like Yelp, DouBan and other provide broad thought 

in mind that how to mining user choice and how to predict 

user’s ratings. of the time it seems that user rating is stable for  

particular product or services so it is possible to represent user 

choices Most as a topic 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Product features which users want to focuses on 

while buying product [9]. 

As an instance, in category of mugs and cups, many 

people having different view about this product few of them 

can concentrate to the quality of product few can be focuses 

on price of product [9]. However different kinds of people 

may have different views, thoughts, opinion, and comment 

about product. So all of them have their own personalized 

topics [4]. Sentimental analysis is the basic and crucial part 

for extracting user choices. Commonly, users sentiment is 

determine his/her belief towards the item or product. 

Sometimes it is more crucial to afford analytical 

decision as compared to binary decision. Basically Reviews 

are break into two parts one is positive other one is negative. 

At the time of purchasing of product customer not only need 

to focus on quality of product but also focus on the other users 

response to that particular product in form of reviews. Now 

days customer wants to buy that product only if it has highly 

praised reviews or highly rated item. This can be done by 

analyzing already used customer experience in form of 

reviews[10]. 

In this context we consider that item with most 

positive reviews are considered as highly praised product. 

Otherwise if product contain mostly negative reviews we 

consider it as item with bad reputation. When we want to 

purchase a product we focuses on both reviews that is positive 

and negative. As we know positive reviews describes us how 

good product is and similarly negative reviews describe us 

what problem and shortcoming occurs after using that 

product. So both positive and negative reviews are very 

beneficial for us for analyzing user sentiments. 

For extracting user choices there is also need to pay 

attention to users interpersonal influence [7]. Both positive 

and negative reviews of reviewers will always going to 

influence other users if it provided by buyers trusted friends. 

A product with good positive reviews may motivate or help 

other users to make purchase decisions if it was already given 

by buyers trusted friends. If users trusted friends gives 
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negative reviews about particular product then it will help 

buyers for stop being cheated [20]. 

Many recommendation systems proved good in case 

of performance issue as in context of interpersonal influence 

which can effectively solve the cold star problem. This all 

method is depends upon the structured data but most of the 

social networking site contain unstructured data. To solve 

these issues we describe survey about social rating prediction 

system (SRPS) [2]. 

Figure 1 describe the product features that user want 

to focuses on while buying product which are collected 

including the words “Brands”, “Price”, and “Quality”. As 

shown in figure we initially pull out the product 

characteristics from user provided reviews. For describe the 

product features they then find out the sentiment words. After 

that for making sentiment dictionaries we pull out user 

sentiment words from opinions or reviews dictionaries. Based 

on the sentiment dictionaries the end user is excited in last 

item or last item is recommended. 

This survey paper is arranged as discuss below. In section II, 

we present the all survey related to sentimental analysis and 

rating prediction based on recommendation systems. In this 

section we address approach wise survey, firstly, we survey 

all papers related collaborative filtering, after that we studied 

matrix factorization based approach, and review based 

applications. Lastly, we conclude this survey paper in section 

III. 

2. SOCIAL SENTIMENT STRATEGIES 

In this survey paper we survey all the research in 

contact with social sentiment based rating prediction through 

textual reviews [9]. Firstly, we focus on different techniques 

depending on collaborative filtering. Then, we focuses on 

different much used approaches based on recommendation 

system or rating prediction which are depends upon on matrix 

factorization. At last we focus on review based methods and 

sentiment based mining and applications.. 

a. Collaborative Filtering 

Figure 2 shows collaborative filtering types in which one is 

memory based filtering other is model based filtering, these 

two filtering algorithm classified into user based [22]and item 

based [1] and model based filtering further divided into 

clustering, association, Bayesian networks neural network, 

approach [8]. The main intention behind collaborative 

filtering is to predict user choices for not rated item, after that 

list of most frequent item is suggested to the user. There are 

many collaborative filtering algorithm is discovered to 

improve the recommendation system performance out of 

which mostly preferable collaborative filtering algorithm is 

describe in [22][1][8]. 

Resnick et al [22] describe about use of collaborative filtering 

algorithm to find user interest preference of news from the 

rich source of available article information. Clients after 

reading news paper shows predicted scores which makes user 

easy to rate news article. Better bit bureaus also knows as 

rating servers collects and divide the ratings. Rating servers 

depending upon the historical data predict scores that is if in 

past people agreed then there is also chance that same people 

may agree again. For example if people read sports news on 

first day then there is chance that other day they also like to 

prefer sports news. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Types of Collaborative Filtering[22][1][8]. 

 

Tso-Sutter et al. [26] introduce, a collective technique which 

grants incorporate tags to be basic collaborative filtering 

algorithm interactions among users, items and tags by 

compressing the three-dimensional interactions to three two 

dimensional interactions after that a fusion technique to 

re-associate these interactions. In addition to this they also 

discover that the reaction of tags information to various 

collaborative filtering algorithms after incorporating. 

Gao et al. [5] determine experts review rating by using 

previously stored rating records and depending upon the 

previous projects results final decision is made and by using 

several techniques they developed rating matrix for both 

expert and projects. Firstly, they determine a projects and 

experts topic which depends on latent Dirichlet allocation 

(LDA) model and developed project and expert 

communication network by using topic. After that, based on 

project and expert communication network by using topic, 

they find a neighbor collection with target project and expert 

which share the biggest similarity, and combines the 

collection depending on matrix factorization into the 

recommendation algorithm of collaborative filtering. Finally, 

to return attribute vectors of the projects and experts after by 

understanding the rating matrix they can predict the ratings 

candidate of review experts will give a target project and 

finally, they will get the review expert recommendation. 

Fletcher and Liu [3] describe a collaborative filtering 

based services recommendation approach which sup-poses 

users individualized choices on non-functional aspects. But 

using these non functional aspect values recommendation is 

not acceptable for complete service out of invoked services 

only in similarity computation. Due to this more than one 

users may interact with similar services, but their personalized 

choice on non functional aspects which introduce the service 

may be distinct. Therefore, it is crucial collaborative filtering 

based services recommendation on non functional aspects is 

users personalized choices . In this paper they first compute 

the choice of satisfied active users on non functional aspects 

after that they use these fulfilled values to introduce their 

similarity extents. 

b.  Matrix Factorization Based Approach  

Matrix factorization is famous and low dimension matrix 

reduction approach. Basic matrix factorization which is also 
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called as Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF)[23]. In 

this paper they describe number of observation with scales 

linearly and it is perform well on large datasets which is 

sparse and also performs well on very imbalanced Netflix 

datasets. After that they also combine an adaptive prior on the 

model parameter and determine that how can automatically 

control the model scope. Finally they introduce a constrain 

depending on consideration that the users may like similar 

kinds of movie which they watch previously or previously 

rated depend on Probabilistic Matrix Factorization. 

To work on the cold star issue many matrix 

factorization approach is discovered. Jamali and Ester [6] 

introduce the concept of recommendation in social networks 

built by using matrix factorization approach. In this paper 

they include the concept of trust propagation into 

recommendation system. In social network analysis trust 

propagation is most crucial part and also trust based 

recommendation. They assumes in a social network one user 

makes recommendations to other user if they are friends of 

each other that is if one friend buy something he/she shares 

their ratings with other user for that particular bought item. 

They also define a model dependent technique in social 

network for recommendation, by adopting matrix 

factorization techniques with trust propagation which is 

essential part in social science and trust dependent 

recommendation. 

Yang et al. [29] introduce the approach of “Friends 

Trust Circles” in social networks. Social networks improve 

the accuracy of recommendation by using 

ratings/feed-backs/comments. For serving services in better 

way there are many kinds of social networks websites that 

support the feature of friend circles and which clean the 

domain oblivious Friends approach. User can trust other user 

depending upon the domain or topic that is, if user knows that 

his friend is expert in that particular topic or domain than it 

makes attraction of user towards that product during the 

purchase of item. Previously all available multi-categorical 

rating datasets each user social connection are mixed together 

from all categories. In this paper they describe circle based 

recommendation system. They mainly concentrated on 

describing definite group social friend trust circles from all 

possible rating data integrated with social network data. They 

introduce many variations such as weighting friends 

depending on described expertise levels within friend circles. 

Exponential increment of online social network 

information leads to give useful results for recommendation 

system. Available recommendation approaches does not fully 

consider the social context but they consider the social 

network structure. Jiang et al. [7] introduced social 

recommendation depending upon psychology and sociology 

studies which includes two crucial concept individual choices 

and interpersonal influence. Firstly they describe importance 

of these two factors at the time of purchasing items from 

online commercial websites. After that they proposes 

probabilistic matrix factorization method to join them in 

latent space. 

Qian et al. [20], presents three aspects, individual interest, 

social interest similarity and social influence, depends on 

probabilistic matrix factorization integrated by a unified 

personalized recommendation model. To meet users’ identity, 

such in case specially for users who already used it the 

concept of individual interest can make the recommendation 

system to suggest products. The social interest similarity and 

social influence can improve the connection between features 

in the latent space, for users who rarely gives reviews called as 

cold start users. 

Wang et al. [28] describe that in social network a huge amount 

of videos are available to users by enabling them to re-share 

and import videos via social connection. The ability to share 

and download videos by user describes that to find users 

interest on them. At the time of merging of video sharing 

services and social network both of which are online enabling 

them to perform recommendation for user using content 

factory and social factor accordingly. In this paper, they 

introduce a convergent model of social content 

recommendation to offer viewers to download videos or 

forward it in websites of social network. Firstly, they describe 

a content matrix of user modify method that updates and solve 

the cold star problem to make convenient for 

recommendation. Then depending upon the above updated 

content matrix of user, they create a convergent space of 

social content to define the relationship among videos and 

users, that can improve the accuracy for video downloading 

and forwarding recommendation. 

Qu et al.[21] proposes to predict a users numeric rating 

related to particular product in form of textual reviews. This 

paper elaborates two models one is bag of opinions 

representation, where a reviews contain three factors one is a 

set of modifier, second is a root word, last is words from the 

same sentence and more than one negative word. From large 

corpus of reviews which is domain independent each review 

is allocated a analytic score that is understand by ridge 

regression. The review rating is predicting by combining the 

count’s of all reviews in the review and aggregating it with a 

field based unigram model for the actual attempt case of a 

field based review. This paper represents the constrained 

based ridge regression algorithm for understanding opinion or 

scores rate. 

c. Reviews Based Applications  

Reviews are more beneficial and crucial as compared to 

binary classification in case of any kind of decision making 

process such as buying any company product, understanding 

service quality of any organization and public’s 

opinion/feedback/comments mining, this reviews influenced 

other to buy that product. Wang et al. [27] introduces a 

method to differentiate between reviewers of the social 

relations into ordinary social relation and strong social 

relation. Reviewers which having strong social relation have 

higher weight as compared to ordinary social relation. 

Now days there are huge growth in online shopping 

and many e-commerce websites which motivate buyers to 

share their positive or negative reviews after purchasing 

products. The review given by user can makes an impact on 

other customer who wants to buy it. Buyers are most likely to 

buy those products which having huge number of positive 

reviews presented in their product page. In addition to this 

factors some more factors are also very crucial such as 

product related content quality, review time, product related 

content durability and historically existing positive users 

opinion’s, may have various effect on items ranking or score. 

Zhang et al. explain the ranking model of a product that 
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weights to item opinion attribute to find a items score ranking. 

The opinion text consist of lots of information, but no buddy 

was focuses on modelling the ratings in most of the existing 

recommended system. However, Ling et al. [13] introduces 

the concept of a unified framework that integrates content 

based filtering along with collaborative filtering, harnessing 

the data of both reviews and ratings. They apply topic 

modelling methods on the opinion text and align the topics 

with rating dimensions to achieve prediction accuracy of 

recommended system. By applying with the information 

embedded in the opinion text the problem of cold star user can 

be alleviate. After that their model also showed that topic 

which are in latent space are accountable, from these 

accountable topics, they analyze the previous knowledge on 

products or customers and suggest entirely “cold” products. 

Most existing methods which generates rat-able aspect 

for mining features concentrate on finding and factors of 

rating with total ratings of opinions, but there are huge 

numbers of unrated reviews. Such limitation encourage the 

researcher Luo et al. [15] who introduce the concept of 

predicting factors ratings and total ratings for not rated 

opinions. For overcoming this issue, he proposes Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation based on topic models with indirect 

supervision. Their solution for factors mining in not rated 

opinions is divided into three steps. Number one is, from 

training reviews rat-able features are created over sentiments 

with whole ratings. After that results of identification of 

features and rating for unrated reviews are provided. At last, 

for unrated reviews overall ratings are predicted. 

d. Sentiment Based Applications 

Sentiment analysis can be computed on three stages 

first is review stage then second is sentence stage and then 

phrase stage analysis. Review stage analysis and sentence 

stage analysis are used to analyze the review provided by user 

after using particular product and defines the one of the main 

sentiment polarities such as positive, negative, or sometime 

neutral. Whereas, phrase stage analysis used to extract 

polarity of sentiment of all characteristic which given by user 

after purchasing an item related to specific products specific 

features. 

1) Review level analysis 

For analyzing documents based on to their overall 

sentiment inclination sentiment classification is used. It is 

crucial and famous in mining online e-commerce provided 

services in form of textual reviews to understand the quality 

of product, in many websites discussions such as integrity 

analysis of news websites on the internet, and also 

recommendation systems. For modeling documents vector 

space model is applied widely in supervised sentiment 

classification, in which the presentation of characteristic 

contains characteristics type and weight function which is 

also important for classification accuracy. In this paper [12] 

firstly they adopt mutual information of terms in a document 

on quantifying the sentiment polarities. Then they introduce 

the concept of the terms are weighted in vector space 

depending on both sentiment scores and improvement to the 

document. 

For classifying automatic sentiments different 

linguistic structures has been challenging for polarity shift 

marked. In this paper [11] they describe machine learning 

methods to consolidate information of polarity shifting into 

document stage sentiment classification method. They Firstly, 

a choose of feature approach is considered to mechanically 

describing training data for binary classifier of sentence 

polarity shifting detection. After obtaining binary classifier 

every document in the real training polarity classification data 

is divided into two segments, that is polarity shifted and 

polarity un-shifted, these are used to train base classifiers 

respectively for integration of future classifier. 

 
Fig. 3 Classification of Sentiment Based Applications[11] 

 

Traditionally, they consider the problem of 

classifying set of documents by total sentiment, not by topic, 

for instance, to understanding reviews that is positive or 

negative. Actually, basic machine learning approaches con - 

vincingly outperform beyond the understanding capacity of 

normal human being. But, they worked on the basic machine 

learning algorithm such as Naive Bayes, maximum entropy 

classification, and SVM doesn’t gives good results on 

sentiment classification as on traditional subject dependent 

distribution [18]. They utilized documents from the movie 

review collection from creating data in uniform class 

distribution. 

 

Textual reviews describes the attitude of the 

reviewer towards material being described. For understanding 

the attitude of reviewer towards material being described the 

lexical preference of reviewer plays very crucial rules. In this 

paper [19] they argue that the modern work in this field 

mainly concentrated on the negative or positive attitude 

determine by individual when implemented directly often 

gives the wrong results. 

 

Neural network approaches have very good results 

in contact with sentiment classification of text data. But, 

Neural network approaches only restricted to semantics of 

texts, and these approaches does not consider user sentiments 

related to product which is very valuable in context of 

recommendation system for influencing other customer. Tang 

et al.[25] represents this problem by integrating information 

related to customer and item for document level sentiment 

classification into a neural network. Using vector space 

approach, Users and products are modeled, the exhibition of 

which taking crucial global clues such as individual choices of 

customers or total items qualities. Such types of global proofs 

provide embedding learning procedure at document level 

which leads to representation of text in better way. These 
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proposed approach achieved high accuracy by integrating 

proofs at customer, item and document level neural 

framework. 
 

2)  Sentence level analysis 

Nakagawa et al. [17] describe a dependency tree dependent 

approach for classification of sentiment of En-glish and 

Japanese intuitive sentences using conditional random fields 

with hidden variables. Personal sentence generally, 

encompass words which change polarities of sentiment of 

other words. That’s way, in this paper they explain 

dependency syntactic structures sentence and communication 

between words need to be treated during sentiment 

classification, with simple bag of words approaches, which is 

difficult to be handle. In this approach, sentence each 

dependency sub tree of sentiment polarity which cannot be 

understandable during training data, is given by hidden 

variable. Communication between hidden variable is defined 

in consideration by the polarity of whole sentence. 

 

3) Phrase level analysis 

Sparsity of data, prediction accuracy, and scalability have 

been considered as the most important objection in all 

collaborative filtering algorithm. Various present methods 

related to recommender systems can’t solve or handle very 

large datasets and also difficult for cold star user (who having 

very few ratings). Previously, recommender systems 

considered that all customers are identically distributed and 

independent; they does not consider social communication or 

interaction between all users. Every day lots of information is 

created through online social networks, For this reason it is 

become crucial for many web applications to analyzed such 

data. In this paper [16] they elaborate a factor analysis 

approach depends upon the probabilistic matrix factorization 

which can overcome the saprsity of data and low prediction 

accuracy issues by considering both users social network 

information and rating records. 

To understand and analyze users or purchasers’ 

sentiments towards different topics related to products the 

reviews on websites becomes crucial for making automatic 

tools. The sentiment lexicon plays an important character in 

many sentimental analysis applications. But, there is not 

universally optimal sentiment lexicon because the topic 

domain is sensitive to the polarity of words. In addition to 

this, the same word in the same domain may show different 

polarities with respect to different attributes. As instance, in a 

mobile “large” is considered as negative for the battery 

attribute but this can become positive in case of screen 

attribute. Lu et al.  
[14] described on this issue of understanding a sentiment 

lexicon that’s depends not only on domain specific but 

also given an un labelled opinionated text collection without 

considering attributes. They described a optimization 

framework that facilitate to integrate different origin of 

information for understanding which is called as context 

dependent sentiment lexicon. 

Prediction accuracy can be improve in terms of 

collaborative filtering as latent factor models depends on 

recommendation algorithm. But, the latent element makes it 

tough to elaborate the recommendation to the users. As the 

continuous growth in recent online user reviews, information 

needed for recommendation system is not only just numerical 

star ratings of user but also reviews of user is beneficial. This 

reviews after mining gives different type of aspect of a 

product and it is also possible that these reviews contain 

details about which of the things that user focuses on these are 

beneficial for recommendation system framework. In this 

work, [31] they propose the Explicit Factor Model ( EFM) to 

describe understandable recommendations. They firstly 

extract product feature from user reviews sentiment analysis 

by phrase level, then creates both recommendations and 

dis-recommendations based on user interest to the specific 

product features and hidden feature understood. Other than 

this, feature level understanding about why a product is not 

recommended are created from the model. 

Taboada et al. [24] describe the Semantic Orientation 

CALculator (SO-CAL) uses words dictionaries connected 

with their semantic orientation based on strength and polarity 

with integration of negation and intensification. 

Classification task of SO-CAL is applied on polarity, the task 

of giving a positive or negative label to a text that collected 

the texts thoughts towards its main aim. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this survey paper we surveyed, research related to 

sentimental analysis and recommendation systems. We first 

surveyed on different techniques related to collaborative 

filtering which describe that to predict user choices for not 

rated item, after that list of most frequent item is suggested to 

the user. Then, we surveyed on different much used 

approaches based on recommendation system or rating 

prediction which are depends upon on matrix factorization. In 

matrix factorization we observe number of observation with 

scales linearly and it is perform well on large datasets which 

is sparse and also performs well on very imbalanced datasets. 

At last we surveyed, Sentiment based applications which 

define that Sentiment analysis can be conducted on three 

various parts first is review level part, then sentence level 

part, and then phrase level part. Review level analysis and 

sentence level analysis which used to classify the sentiment of 

a whole review to one of the already define sentiment 

polarities, along with positive, negative and sometimes 

neutral. While phrase level analysis try to pull out the 

sentiment polarity of each feature that a user determines 

his/her attitude to the particular feature of a particular 

product. 
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